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Abstract—Subspace identification methods, such as
canonical variate analysis (CVA), are non-iterative tools
suitable for the state-space modelling of multi-input, multi-
output (MIMO) processes, e.g. industrial processes, using
input-output data. To learn nonlinear system behavior, ker-
nel subspace techniques are commonly used. However,
the issue of kernel design must be given more attention
because the type of kernel can influence the kind of non-
linearities that the model can capture. In this paper, a new
kernel design is proposed for CVA based identification,
which is a mixture of a global and local kernel to enhance
generalization ability and includes a mechanism to vary
the influence of each process variable into the model re-
sponse. During validation, model hyper-parameters were
tuned using random search. The overall method is called
Feature-Relevant Mixed Kernel Canonical Variate Analysis
(FR-MKCVA). Using an evaporator case study, the trained
FR-MKCVA models show a better fit to observed data than
those of single-kernel CVA, linear CVA, and neural net mod-
els under both interpolation and extrapolation scenarios.
This work provides a basis for future exploration of deep
and diverse kernel designs for system identification.
Index Terms—system identification, kernel PCA, kernel
CVA, Newell-Lee evaporator, random search
I. INTRODUCTION
S
YSTEM identification, in control literature, refers to the
construction of dynamic models from observed input-
output process data [1], [2]. Many industrial automation tasks,
such as optimization, model predictive control, and fault
detection and diagnosis, inherently contain a modelling step.
In fact, this step is perceived as a bottleneck, since the
quality of an identified model gives an upper bound to the
performance of each task [3]. Thus, the need to develop better
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identification tools for industrial automation remains relevant
and worthwhile.
Dynamic systems are typically abstracted as state-space
models [4], [5]. The model parameters can then be estimated
using either prediction error methods (PEM) or subspace
identification methods (SIM) [6]. In PEM, estimation is done
by minimizing a cost function of the error between the
observed and the predicted outputs. However, because the cost
function is usually non-convex, PEMs are trained iteratively
and optimality is not guaranteed for large nonlinear systems. In
contrast, the more recent SIMs use numerically reliable matrix
projections and least-squares regression [6], [7]. This implies
that SIMs are non-iterative and are suitable for estimating
state-space models for multi-input, multi-output (MIMO) pro-
cesses, e.g. large industrial plants. Among the SIMs, canonical
variate analysis (CVA) was shown to be a reliable method [8],
[9], as demonstrated by numerous case studies in chemical
processes [10], [11], the Tennessee Eastman Plant [12], and a
multiphase flow facility [13], to name a few.
In practice, process systems are inherently nonlinear [3].
Although linear models, such as naive CVA, may still be
accurate when working locally around certain operating points,
industrial processes nowadays operate at wide-ranging op-
erating conditions, making linear models ineffective. Hence,
the state-space approach has been extended to the nonlin-
ear case [3], [14]. Nonlinear PEMs include piecewise affine
models [15], recurrent neural networks [16], [17], and neuro-
fuzzy methods [18]. Nonlinear SIMs were also developed,
mainly by using kernel methods [19]. Here, the idea is to
use a kernel function to project nonlinear data onto a high-
dimensional feature space where linear methods are applica-
ble. The Gaussian radial basis function (RBF) is often the
chosen kernel function so as to impose model smoothness [5],
[20], [21]. Early works include the kernel CCA (KCCA) by
Lai and Fyfe [22] and Kawahara et al. [23]. More recently,
KCCA with least-squares support vector machines was pre-
sented by Verdult et al. [5] and Goethals et al. [24]. To
avoid overfitting, regularization must be incorporated in SIMs.
Regularization via low-dimensional approximation using prin-
cipal components analysis (PCA) was used in the kernel CVA
(KCVA) by Samuel and Cao [20] and in the adaptive KCCA by
Van Vaerenbergh et al. [21]. Among the SIMs, it is clear that
the use of regularized KCCA or KCVA variants is becoming
more widely accepted.
However, none of the above kernel subspace methods inves-
tigated the impact of kernel design to the model generalization
ability. To improve generalization ability, both interpolation
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and extrapolation abilities must be enhanced. Interpolation
ability refers to the model accuracy in explaining test data
within the training region, whereas extrapolation ability refers
to the model accuracy in explaining unseen behavior beyond
the training region. The ability of a model to extrapolate well
is important especially when the training data covers only
a fraction of the entire operating range of the process, due
to safety, time, or cost constraints. However, single-kernel
functions, such as the RBF, are known to have limited flexibil-
ity [25]–[27]. In other words, it is difficult to simultaneously
improve the interpolation and extrapolation abilities of a model
by adjusting the parameters of a single kernel only.
In this paper, the main contribution is to address the above
mentioned gap by proposing a new kernel design to be applied
to regularized kernel CVA. The proposed design involves a
convex mixture of global and local kernel types, wherein the
latter is built with an ability to determine feature relevance.
The idea of mixed kernels have been used in other contexts
such as fault detection and diagnosis [27], [28], pattern recog-
nition [26], and time series forecasting [29], [30]. Meanwhile,
the feature relevance idea can be traced to the development
of the automatic relevance determination kernel for Gaussian
process regression [31]. However, their applications to MIMO
system identification, via CVA in particular, needs more at-
tention. To this end, we propose a feature-relevant mixed
kernel canonical variate analysis (FR-MKCVA) method for
nonlinear system identification of MIMO industrial processes.
Other major contributions of this work are as follows:
1) A new nonlinear state-space model structure is proposed
with FR-MKCVA, which has an output feedback to
facilitate multi-step ahead prediction;
2) A methodology to train the nonlinear model is proposed
by performing kernel PCA followed by linear CVA;
3) The use of random search [32] is justified for tuning
hyper-parameters via hold-out validation; and,
4) The superiority of the tuned FR-MKCVA models to
tuned single-kernel CVA, linear CVA, and neural network
models is demonstrated using both interpolation and
extrapolation tests.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: The
system identification problem is defined in Section II. The
assumed nonlinear model structure is also introduced there.
The methodology and the basis for the new kernel design are
discussed in Sections III and IV, respectively. In Section V, FR-
MKCVA models are evaluated using an industrial case study.
Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section VI.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. Linear subspace identification
The linear discrete-time stochastic multivariate state-space
model can be written as given in [6] as follows:
xk+1 = Axk +Buk +wk (1)
yk = Cxk +Duk + vk (2)
where xk ∈ R
n, uk ∈ R
mu , and yk ∈ R
my are the state, input,
and output column vectors at sampling time k, A ∈ Rn×n,
𝒖𝑘𝒚𝑘−1



















Fig. 1. Block diagram for the proposed nonlinear model structure to be
solved in this paper. See Section III for notation details.
B ∈ Rn×mu , C ∈ Rmy×n, and D ∈ Rmy×mu are the state-
space matrices, and wk ∈ R
n and vk ∈ R
my are independent
process and measurement noise at time k, respectively. The
identification problem is to find the parameters in the state-
space matrices that best explains the response of the system,
yk, when excited by uk. The SIM approach is to first estimate
the state sequences xk from the observed uk and yk data using
a suitable subspace method such as CVA. After which, the
state-space matrices are obtained by linear regression [6].
B. Nonlinear subspace identification
For the nonlinear case, previous approaches involved kernel
CVA [20] or kernel CCA [23] for state reconstruction. Non-
linear regression via neural nets [5] or least-squares support
vector machines (LS-SVM) [24], [33] were also used instead
of the structure given in (1)-(2).
In this paper, a new stochastic nonlinear state-space struc-
ture is proposed as follows:
xk+1 = Axk +Btk +wk (3)
yk = Cxk +Dtk + vk (4)
where tk = f(uk,yk−1)
where inputs and outputs (collectively, zk) are jointly mapped
by a set of nonlinear functions, f(·). The nonlinear functions
are specified by the kernel function K(· , ·), weights α, and the
training data set stored in the model as z′. In this structure, the
delayed outputs yk−1 are fed back into f(·) so that the model
can facilitate multi-step ahead prediction. The new model is
depicted in block form in Fig. 1. Note that this structure also
arises by replacing the role of uk in the original linear model
equations (1)-(2) with the new tk features.
Following the proposed model, the nonlinear system iden-
tification problem is now defined:
‘Given N observations of u and y, determine f(·) and the
state-space matrices.’
III. KERNEL CVA METHODOLOGY
The proposed subspace approach to identify the nonlinear
model in (3)-(4) has three steps: (i) unsupervised nonlinear
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feature extraction to generate tk from the [uk;yk] data; (ii)
state (xk) estimation using a linear subspace method, and (iii)
linear multivariate regression to solve for A,B,C,D.
Note that only step (i) is involved with the modelling
of system nonlinearities. Nonlinear feature extraction can be
achieved by many unsupervised approaches such as neural
networks (autoencoders), manifold learning algorithms, etc.
This work focuses on kernel methods, the most widely used
of which is kernel PCA [34].
A. Kernel PCA
Kernel PCA (KPCA) is an unsupervised learning machine
for nonlinear dimensionality reduction [34]. The purpose of
KPCA in the overall proposed FR-MKCVA is three-fold: 1) It
learns linearly separable features from nonlinear data using
kernel projections; 2) It filters noise by discarding the residual
subspace of the data; and, 3) It acts as a regularization step to







∈ Rm denote N observations of the
input-output training data set, where k = 1, . . . , N and m =
mu +my . Initially, all data must be normalized to zero mean
and unit variance. In KPCA, the data are first projected from a
nonlinear input space onto a high-dimensional feature space F
without specifying a mapping Φ : Rm → F explicitly. Instead,
some function can be specified to act as a dot product in F ,
called the kernel function K(· , ·). The sample covariance in
F can then be computed directly as [34]:
K = [Kij ] = [K(zi, zj)] ∈ R
N×N . (5)
This covariance matrix, K, is centered to zero-mean by:
K̂ = K− 1NK−K1N + 1NK1N (6)
where 1N ∈ R
N×N and (1N )ij = 1/N . To perform PCA, K̂
is diagonalized as:
K̂/N = VΛVT (7)
where V = [α1,α2, . . . ,αN ] contains the eigenvectors and
Λ = diag(λ1, λ2, . . . , λN ) contains descending eigenvalues.
To ensure orthogonality of kernel principal components, the
eigenvectors are then scaled to satisfy 〈αi,αi〉 = 1/λi [35].
To retain relevant information, only the largest ℓ eigenvalues
and their respective eigenvectors, i.e. the principal subspace,
are collected. The remaining residual subspace may only
contain noise, hence, are filtered from the input-output data
by choosing ℓ < N . This step also regularizes the subsequent
CVA, wherein ℓ is the regularization parameter [21], [26]. In
this work, the number of principal components ℓ is chosen as
the first value of i at which λi/sum(λ) ≤ 5× 10
−5.
Taking the first ℓ columns of V, denoted by matrix Vℓ, the
projections of the zk data are computed as:
T = [tk] = V
T
ℓ K̂ ∈ R
ℓ×N . (8)
Based on (8), it follows that an operator f(·) on any new

















where z′j for j = 1, . . . , N represents the training data set,
and K̂ is the centered kernel function from (6). To achieve
good generalization ability, the f(·) must be flexible enough
to learn any underlying structure that manifests as system
nonlinearities. Upon choosing a kernel function K(· , ·) for
f(·), a preference for certain classes of structure can be
dictated [5], [24], [34]. For instance, a preference for smooth
functions is admitted by choosing the well-known Gaussian
radial basis function (RBF) kernel.
B. CVA-based States Estimation
In this step, the tk features are inputted to linear CVA for
estimating the states, x̂k, and the model order, n.
Let tk ∈ R
ℓ and sk ∈ R
ℓ′ represent the features generated
from KPCA of [uk yk] and [yk] data, respectively. A separate
KPCA for [yk] is done so that the future inputs uk are rendered
statistically independent from tk when CVA seeks correlations
between past tk and future sk data. Note that the dimensions
ℓ and ℓ′ can differ in value as they are both obtained using
the cumulative percent variance rule from Section III-A.
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where Yp ∈ R
ℓp×M and Yf ∈ R
ℓ′f×M are called past and
future Hankel matrices, p and f are the lengths of past and
future windows, respectively, and M = N − p− f + 1 is the
maximum number of past-future window pairs that can be
taken from the data set. Each ith column of Yp and Yf ,
denoted respectively as pi and fi, is a pair of data windows
at sampling time i, with i = 1, 2, . . . ,M . The amount of lags
p and f are chosen using autocorrelation analysis [36].
In addition, all windows of length p can be exhausted in an
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Covariance and cross-covariance matrices are computed
using the following equations:
Σpp = YpY
T








p /(M − 1) ∈ R
ℓ′f×ℓp (15)
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CVA aims to find the vectors a ∈ Rℓ
′f and b ∈ Rℓp so that
the correlation between the linear combinations aT fi and b
Tpi





To maximize corr(a,b) algebraically, first define
υ = Σ
1/2
ff a and ν = Σ
1/2









s.t. υTυ = 1, νTν = 1
whose solution is given by the singular value decomposition













ν1,ν2, . . . ,νr
]
are
the left and right singular matrices, Σ = diag(σ1, σ2, . . . , σr)
is the diagonal matrix of descending non-zero singular values,
and r is the rank of H. The singular values, σi, are the
maximum solutions of (17), called canonical correlations.
Using the projection matrix J = VTΣ
−1/2
pp ∈ Rr×ℓp, the
past data, Y+p , can be transformed into the space spanned





However, based on the values of σi, only n (< r) dominant
singular values truly explain the system dynamics, which
corresponds to the first n most correlated canonical variates.
Thus, the total space spanned by Zp can be partitioned into
the state subspace Z(S)p and residual subspace Z
(R)
p [36]. In
system identification, only Z(S)p is of concern, since it already
gives the estimated state sequence, X̂:






where Jn consists of the first n rows of J. The choice of n
effectively determines the order of the system. Eq. (20) implies
that the states X̂ in CVA are estimated as linear combinations
of a moving time-window of tk features.
C. Least-squares Regression
After states estimation, the state-space matrices, A, B,
C, and D are estimated via multivariate linear least-squares
regression [37], [38]. This is the final step in FR-MKCVA.
Using T from (8) and letting Y = [yk] ∈ R
my×N , the state-
space matrices are obtained as:












where the superscript † represents the pseudo-inverse operation
and the subscripts follow MATLAB notation. At this point, the
model has now been identified.
Remark 1: Note that the T regressors were lagged by one
time step from the Y regressors in (21). This is necessary
(a) (b)
Fig. 2. Sample plots of kernel values, where θ′ = 0.1, for: (a) a local
kernel (RBF kernel); and (b) a global kernel (polynomial kernel) [27].
since both T and Y contain yk information. With lagged
regressors, the supposed tk := f(uk,yk) instead becomes
tk := f(uk−1,yk−1) in (3)-(4), making the model causal.
However, during simulation, tk := f(uk,yk−1) is finally
used, assuming that the solved matrices from (21)-(22) remain
applicable. This is done so that outputs yk can respond to an
input uk at the same instant k (cf. Fig. 1).
Lastly, since data normalization was done prior to the whole
process, the simulated data from the FR-MKCVA model, ysimk ,
must be reverted to their original scale and mean values.
IV. PROPOSED KERNEL DESIGN
Mercer’s theorem gives conditions for which functions can
act as a dot product in a possibly ∞-dimensional space F [34].
Hence, only those functions that satisfy Mercer’s condition
can be used as kernels in (5). Common kernel functions [39]









as well as the polynomial kernel:
Kp(θ,θ
′) = (〈θ,θ′〉+ 1)d (24)
where γ and d are hyper-parameters, and θ′ and θ are training
and test samples, respectively. These kernels satisfy Mercer’s
conditions for γ 6= 0 and d ∈ N [27].
A. Basis for the New Kernel Design
Jordaan [25] had pointed out that the RBF and polynomial
kernels are the typical examples of the two main categories
of kernels: local and global, respectively. Fig. 2 plots the
behavior of these kernels at varying kernel parameters, with
θ′ = 0.1 as the training sample. In Fig. 2(a), the local kernel is
shown to influence a mapping around the training sample, θ′.
However, poor extrapolation is exemplified by the tendency
of the mappings to vanish to zero as the input sample, θ,
moves away from θ′. Hence, local kernels are known to have
good interpolation but poor extrapolation ability [39]. On the
other hand, Fig. 2(b) shows that the global kernel has good
extrapolation ability, as exemplified by the ability of θ′ to
influence non-zero mappings in the entire domain of inputs, θ.
However, the global kernel has minimal local effect around θ′.
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In essense, both classes of kernels have limited interpolation
and extrapolation abilities on their own [25]–[27].
By combining the two most commonly used kernels from
each class, one can obtain good interpolation and extrapo-
lation abilities simultaneously [25]. In this work, this mixed
kernel concept is adopted in the KPCA step of FR-MKCVA.
Furthermore, we allow the RBF kernel, Kg , to have different
values of γ for each individual feature in θ. By collecting the
kernel widths as Γ = diag(1/(2γ21), 1/(2γ
2
2), . . . , 1/(2γ
2
ℓ )),




−(θ − θ′)TΓ(θ − θ′)
)
. (25)
Considering a convex mixture of single kernels, the follow-
ing feature-relevant mixed kernel is proposed:
Kmix = ωKp + (1− ω)Kr (26)
where ω ∈ [0, 1] is a scalar weight, and Kp and Kr are
given in (24) and (25), respectively. Note that the mixed kernel
reduces to either single kernel at ω = 1 and ω = 0.
In the Kr kernel, the more relevant features in θ would have
corresponding smaller γ values, and hence, their variation can
have more influence in the overall model. By including feature
relevance into the kernel, it is postulated that the model would
have greater flexibility. However, the relevance of each feature
is unknown a priori. In addition, the influence of each single
kernel, as dictated by ω, is also unknown. In this work, these
hyper-parameters, namely Γ and ω, together with the CVA
model order n, are to be tuned by hold-out validation.
B. Model validation via Random Search
In FR-MKCVA, different values of hyper-parameters give
different models. In this paper, these values are tuned by
validating the performance of FR-MKCVA on a held out data
set that is independent from the training data. Note that the
polynomial degree in (26) is set to 1, i.e. a linear kernel, to
maximize its role for extrapolation [25]–[27].
In this work, random search is used to find optimal values
of the hyper-parameters. In random search, the values of each
hyper-parameter are uniformly drawn from a predefined range.
After drawing a fixed number of times, the settings which
produced the best performance on validation data is chosen.
The advantages of random search are the following:
1) Recently, Bergstra and Bengio [32] established random
search as the baseline strategy for hyper-parameter tun-
ing. They have demonstrated that with the same number
of runs, random search is more likely to find the optimal
values than grid search or manual search, especially for
high-dimensional search spaces.
2) Other population-based methods such as particle swarm
optimization or genetic algorithms have a higher com-
putational cost because the objective function needs to
be evaluated more times to give the optimum. Hence,
random search is more practical and more efficient.
The performance of a model is defined in this work as the









































Important parameter Important parameter
(a) (b)
Model accuracy Model accuracy
Fig. 3. Comparison between (a) grid search; and (b) random search
for hyper-parameter tuning. The nine points denote the candidates. The
curves on the left and on the top denote model accuracy (e.g. NMSE)
as a function of each search dimension. See more details from [32].
where yref(t) are output signals from the actual system, and
y(t) are the output signals from the model being tested. In
MIMO systems, the NMSE averaged for all output variables
is referred to as Mean NMSE for the rest of this paper. In
essence, by maximizing the NMSE on a validation data set,
random search automatically determines the relevance of each
process variable, as well as the mixture weight ω and model
order n. Algorithm 1 gives the overall FR-MKCVA method
based on the details in Sections III and IV.
Remark 2: Note that the settings for the two KPCAs in lines
3-4 of Algorithm 1 may not necessarily be the same. In this
work, if the settings ω and Γ are determined for the KPCA on
[uk yk], the settings adopted for KPCA on [yk] are ω
′ := ω
and Γ′ := Γ · mmy . This scheme is done knowing that γ must
depend on the dimensionality of θ in (23) in order to extract
salient features from the data [35], [39].
Remark 3: We prefer to use random search rather than
grid search because it was observed in [32] that for learning
machines, different hyper-parameters have varying sensitivities
to model accuracy. It is not known beforehand which hyper-
parameter subspace is more important to explore, and the
answer depends on the training data as well. Since grid search
explores each search dimension equally, it needlessly explores
the less important ones, hence it is less efficient. To illustrate
this idea, Fig. 3 shows how the optimal point (blue) found
by random search can correspond to a more accurate model
than the one found by grid search, with both having the same
number of trial points.
V. CASE STUDY
In this section, the performance of the proposed approach
is evaluated using an industrial case study. In general, models
can be tested on either a simulation task or a multi-step
ahead prediction task [3]. Since the former is more stringent,
simulation tests are used to demonstrate the advantages offered
by the proposed FR-MKCVA.
A. Process Description
The Newell-Lee evaporator system [40], shown in Fig. 4,
is a well-known nonlinear case study in process control.
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Algorithm 1 Proposed FR-MKCVA with Random Search




k validation data; I no. of
iterations; ranges of ω,Γ, n.
Output: Nonlinear model, Eq. (3)-(4).
Initialisation : NMSEmin = ∞.
1: for i = 1 to I do
2: Draw a random ωi,Γi, ni uniformly.
3: Obtain [tk] via KPCA on [uk yk], Eq. (26), (5)-(8).
4: Obtain [sk] via KPCA on [yk], Eq. (26), (5)-(8).
5: Obtain [x̂k] via CVA, Eq. (10)-(15), (18)-(20).
6: Perform least-squares regression, Eq. (21)-(22).
7: Simulate the model using u′k and compute NMSEi.
8: if NMSEi < NMSEmin then
9: Assign NMSEmin := NMSEi.
10: Record (ω,Γ, n)opt := (ωi,Γi, ni).
11: Record Â, B̂, Ĉ, D̂, f(·).
12: end if
13: end for
14: return (ω,Γ, n)opt and Â, B̂, Ĉ, D̂, f(·).
The forced-circulation evaporator itself aims to increase the
concentration of the feed liquor from X1 to X2 by boiling
away the solvent using the heat from steam flowing at F100.
The removed vapor is condensed by cooling water and exits at
a rate of F5. To stabilize the system, the separator liquid level
L2 is maintained at L
sp
2 = 1.0 m by manipulating the product
flow rate F2 using a P-controller with Kc = 5. The observed
variables are u = [F200, P100, F3]
T and y = [L2, P2, X2]
T .
Simulations of the following 3-state process were carried out
in MATLAB Simulink, together with added nonlinearities such
as saturation limits on variables and valve dynamics (see























T2 = 0.5616P2 + 0.3126X2 + 48.43




T100 = 0.1538P100 + 90.0









Several data sets were produced, each having 1001 samples
of the 6 variables at 0.5 min sampling frequency. The data sets
differ in the seeds for random noise and input disturbances.
The disturbances are APRBS (amplitude-modulated pseudo-
random bit signals) [3], as shown in Fig. 5(a). Sample output
data sets are also shown in Fig. 5(b).
Fig. 4. Process flowsheet of the Newell-Lee evaporator system.
TABLE I
NOMINAL VALUES OF PROCESS VARIABLES
Variable Description Value Unit
F1 Feed flowrate 10.0 kg/min
F2 Product flowrate 2.0 kg/min
F3 Circulating flowrate 50.0 kg/min
F4 Vapor flowrate 8.0 kg/min
F5 Condensate flowrate 8.0 kg/min
X1 Feed composition 5.0 %
X2 Product composition 25.0 %
T1 Feed temperature 40.0
◦C
T2 Product temperature 84.6
◦C
T3 Vapor temperature 80.6
◦C
L2 Separator level 1.0 m
P2 Operating pressure 50.5 kPa
F100 Steam flowrate 9.27 kg/min
T100 Steam temperature 119.9
◦C
P100 Steam pressure 194.7 kPa
Q100 Heat duty 339.2 kW
F200 Cooling water flowrate 208.0 kg/min
T200 Inlet CW temperature 25.0
◦C
T201 Outlet CW temperature 46.15
◦C
Q200 Condenser duty 308.0 kW
Remark 4: Since the case study includes a level controller,
closed-loop identifiability is a possible concern. This issue
arises when an input-output pair of variables are linked by a
feedback loop across a controller, thereby leading to a model
that identifies the inverse of this controller rather than the
system itself. In this paper, however, none of the input-output
pairs are linked in a control loop. Instead, the existing control
loop (i.e. the level controller) is treated as part of the system
to be identified. One advantage of this treatment is that when
the model is used for control design, the interaction from the
level control loop will be considered automatically. Hence,
closed-loop identification is not an issue in our case study.
B. FR-MKCVA: Training Phase
For the training phase, a single training data set and a single
validation data set were generated. To run FR-MKCVA, the
number of iterations in the random search was set to I = 100.
The ranges of the hyper-parameters explored were ω ∈ [0, 1],
γj = 10
a, a ∈ [0, 4], and n ∈ [3, 10]. After making two
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Fig. 5. Sample data sets for: (a) inputs; and, (b) outputs. Blue Xs - sample data used in training, validation, and interpolation tests. Red circles -
sample data used in extrapolation tests.
TABLE II
HYPER-PARAMETER VALUES OF MODELS UNDER COMPARISON
Model
Kernel Parameters Order Mean NMSE on
ω γ d n validation data
FR-MKCVA-1† 0.638 ‡ 1 4 94.7557 %
FR-MKCVA-2† 0.550 § 1 4 94.3880 %
NARX - - - - 94.1646 %
MKCVA-1† 0.810 6.948 1 4 94.1125 %
MKCVA-2† 0.609 9.083 1 4 93.9209 %
KCVA-RBF† - 59.459 - 4 93.8312 %
KCVA-POLY† - - 1 5 89.5289 %
CVA-1 - - - 8 88.0721 %
CVA-2 - - - 4 84.7931 %
† Values were found by maximizing the Mean NMSE on validation
data using random search. See (26) for the meanings of ω, γ, d.
‡ [14.01, 603.49, 191.04, 1.79, 7924.30, 2.72].
§ [1341.92, 8.90, 132.89, 2.32, 41.81, 2.63].
separate runs of Algorithm 1, Table II reports two different FR-
MKCVA models, namely FR-MKCVA-1 and 2. Although the
settings of these models are different, they resulted in similar
Mean NMSEs of 94%. This consistency makes random search
a valid way to tune the proposed FR-MKCVA models.
For comparison, Table II also lists 5 other nonlinear models
trained on the same training data and tuned by the same valida-
tion data via random search: 1 closed-loop NARX, 2 MKCVA
models, and 2 single-kernel CVA models. The closed-loop
Nonlinear AutoRegressive network with eXogenous inputs
(NARX) is a single hidden layer neural net whose structure
includes output feedback. The output feedback aspect is also
present in (3)-(4) since tk is a function of yk−1. The NARX
was trained with Bayesian regularization, while random search
tuned the structure to have 10 hidden neurons, as chosen from
the range [2, 15]. The two MKCVA models were trained in
the same way as FR-MKCVA except that the RBF kernel
was specified by only a single γ rather than Γ. Meanwhile,
KCVA-RBF and KCVA-POLY only used a single RBF and
a single polynomial kernel, respectively. When these KCVA
models were tuned, the same range of exploration of hyper-
parameters as those in the FR-MKCVA were used. In KCVA-
POLY, the polynomial degree was additionally explored in the
range d ∈ [1, 5]. Finally, two CVA models are to be compared
as well. The order of CVA-1 was obtained from the knee of
the singular values plot, which suggests the threshold between
the state space and residual space [36]. Meanwhile, CVA-2 has
a model order that was matched to that in FR-MKCVA.
As seen on Table II, the FR-MKCVA models achieved
the highest Mean NMSEs on the same validation data. Also,
the tuned γ values of L2 and X2 were consistently small
between the two models. This means that model validation has
deemed their relevance to be large in order to achieve good
performance. But despite having high NMSEs, the superiority
of FR-MKCVA must not be concluded from these results. All
the models must be evaluated under multiple test data sets that
require both interpolation and extrapolation.
C. FR-MKCVA: Testing Phase
For the testing phase, 50 test data sets were generated
each for interpolation and extrapolation tests. The disturbance
amplitude used in the interpolation data sets is the same as that
in the training and validation data sets. On the other hand,
the extrapolation data sets were produced with 25% larger
amplitude. Sample data sets are presented in Fig. 5.
Interpolation test results are summarized in Fig. 6(a). The
figure shows that the FR-MKCVA models perform the best
among the models being compared, having 94% median
NMSEs. Next to these, the NARX, MKCVA, and KCVA-RBF
models are shown to have similar accuracies, with median
NMSEs of 90%. High accuracies can be attributed to the
flexibility of the RBF kernel and neural nets in modelling non-
linearities. More importantly, results show that adding feature
relevance to the kernel design clearly improves the accuracy
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Fig. 6. Simulation performance for models under comparison: (a) interpolation tests; and (b) extrapolation tests. See Table II for model details. The
boxplots summarize the Mean NMSE (fitness) results on 50 test data sets that differ in input sequences and random noise.
of mixed kernel CVA models. In contrast, the remaining CVA
models have poor accuracy due to being only linear models.
Note that the nonlinear models incurred a large improvement
against CVA-2, even if they have the same order of n = 4.
Hence, the use of nonlinear models at all is justified for the
system identification of the evaporator case study.
Extrapolation test results are then summarized in Fig. 6(b).
First, we demonstrate the advantage of mixed kernel designs.
Note that in Fig. 6(b), the single-kernel CVA models now have
similar median NMSEs with the linear CVA models during
extrapolation. For instance, the KCVA-RBF model produced
even lower NMSEs than CVA-1 in some of the trials, and
the same is true with the NARX. This means that the RBF
kernel and the NARX are poor extrapolators. In contrast, the
MKCVA models retained their superiority to the linear CVA
models due to the combined advantages from the RBF (local)
and polynomial (global) kernels. This benefit is also present
in the FR-MKCVA models. Hence, mixed kernel designs have
better generalization ability than single-kernel ones. Second,
Fig. 6(b) also shows that the FR-MKCVA models remained su-
perior to the rest of the models owing to the feature relevance
idea. For extrapolation, FR-MKCVA models incurred median
NMSEs of 90%, compared to only 85% for the MKCVA
models. This means that allowing different kernel widths in
the RBF kernel portion of the mixed kernel can increase the
model flexibility. When these parameters are tuned properly,
the model can generalize better from the training data.
To further appreciate the performance of FR-MKCVA mod-
els, Fig. 7 shows scatter comparison plots of the models
FR-MKCVA-1, NARX, KCVA-RBF, and CVA, when used
to simulate the X2 variable in one interpolation and one
extrapolation data set. X2 is an important variable in the
process as it indicates the quality of the desired product from
the evaporator. Fig. 7(a) mainly shows that the X2 values
predicted by the FR-MKCVA model are the closest to the
actual observed values. The predictions from other models
were less accurate, especially at too low or too high values
of X2 (see linear CVA and the NARX). This means that
these models did not capture the system behavior well at these
(a) (b)
Interpolation Test Extrapolation Test
Fig. 7. Performance comparison of FR-MKCVA against NARX, KCVA-
RBF, and CVA in a sample X2 data set; (a) interpolation test; (b) extrap-
olation test. See Table II for model details. NMSE fitness values are also
reported for each method.
regions. For the extrapolation test in Fig. 7(b), it can be seen
that both KCVA-RBF and the NARX models incurred large
decreases in accuracy. In particular, the behavior of the NARX
became too erratic to be a reliable predictor of the X2. It can
be said that these models have poor extrapolation abilities. In
contrast, the FR-MKCVA predictions remained close to the
observed data in Fig. 7(b). Hence, the ideas of using mixed
kernels and feature-relevance are valid improvements to kernel
design for system identification.
We further note that the performance of the NARX can be
improved in these experiments by training it with more data
than just 1001 samples. The kernel-based SIMs, on the other
hand, may become too slow for prediction when trained with
larger data sets [41]. Nevertheless, our proposed FR-MKCVA
is intended for scenarios where training data has a moderate
sample size but is high-dimensional. For these scenarios, we
have shown that certain improvements in the kernel design
can produce better kernel-based SIMs. This calls for more
research into kernel design in the future, such as exploring
deep and ensemble kernel architectures [41]. By improving
model generalization ability, industrial activities that depend
on these models can perform better.
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VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a new nonlinear subspace identifi-
cation method, called Feature-Relevant Mixed Kernel Canoni-
cal Variate Analysis (FR-MKCVA), for MIMO processes. The
main contribution of this study is to improve the kernel design
of kernel CVA in two ways: (1) by combining the commonly
used single kernels, namely the radial basis function (RBF) and
polynomial kernel into a single model; and, (2) by allowing the
RBF kernel width to vary in each dimension to account for the
relevance of the process variables to the overall model. This
paper also presents a methodology for training the model via
kernel PCA followed by CVA and linear regression. Model
validation using random search was also found to be an
effective and practical method for tuning the model hyper-
parameters.
An industrial evaporator case study was used to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed identification method. Results
show the superiority of FR-MKCVA to single-kernel CVA,
linear CVA, and the NARX neural network models under both
interpolation and extrapolation scenarios. In the future, more
research into deep or ensemble kernel designs can be ventured
towards increasing model flexibility. However, this must be
coupled with developments in model validation and hyper-
parameter tuning in order to produce accurate models in a
fast and practical way.
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